SAHANACAMP @ ISCRAM VIETNAM

RESPONSE

News Feed

Site: http://test.drm.tl
Login: user@example.com
Password: user

Background:
This is a site for the national Disaster Management Department of Timor-Leste to facilitate information sharing between different stakeholders. It provides a simplified interface to be easy to use.

News Feed
See all the latest updates in one place.

1. Switch to English (unless you can speak Tetum!)
   - top-right menu
2. Open the News Feed
3. Open the Advanced Search to check filter options
4. Login to see options to Subscribe to receive Notifications by Email

Profiles
See different data types per-Disaster, per-District or per-Organization

1. Go through the Profiles menu and see the summary of each type & the detailed profile pages through them
2. What do you like?
3. What don't you like?